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Monday, February 16, beginning at 10:30
In the Tower Lounge
This is your last chance.

South Gym
Admissiod— 50e .

Cineama '76 Double Feature
Man of the Year (Rated X)
Valentine's Social with'
"John Di!linger"

South Gym
Admission — 75t

Pub with Heartaches Razz Band
and Razor Back

Powerless Toboggan and
3-Legged Snow Shoe Races

"The Great Escape", Brian Glow
South Gym
Admission — $2.50

"Fluffed-Up Follies Finale"
McLean and McLean plus KOAL
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.OUR COVER
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Julie McCormick,\a recent addition
to the Crazy 0x sales staff, irLa
typicalscandid of her seemingly
'inexhaustible supply of high spirits.

•

Editor-In-Chief
Greg Cox

•

'

News Editor
Brian Mitchell

Entertainment-Feature Editor
Linda McBurney

Sports Editor

111111111111 q 11111Iesss In
Festival Is Voyageur,
Rebel is a big hit with
the children of Winnipeg.
Not a bad idea, Lyn!

Murray Rauw

Production
Suzie Schroeder
Mark Silbermann
Earl Buermeyer
Kim Grundy
Richard Weide

Who will win the One and Only Annual "Fluffed-Up
Follies". You'll find out at the Finale on Friday
night. Get your tickets today.

Fluffed-Up Follies Finale
Feb. 27
8:00-1:00
Tickets --- $2.50 each
Featuring McLean and McLean and Koal
Carnival Awards 8:00 P.M.
Tickets available at the S.A. Office.

Recording Artist
Ken Tobias
Live and In Concert
Wednesday, March 3rd, 1976 at South Gym
At 11:00 A.M. and 12:00 P.M.

Many editors have been shafted for printing the article
"Students as Niggers" written by Jerry Farber. See it on
page 11.
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Barry Senyk
Dave Supleve
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The Projector is published every second
Wednesday during the school year by
RRCC Students' Association and by
Alpha Publishers. Printed by Derksen
Printers. Circulation is 3,500. Advertising and contributor deadline for .the
March 10 issue is March 1 at 4:00 p.m.
Projector office number is 786-6275.
Letters are welcome but only signed
correspondence will ,\ be published.
Editorial content is entirely the responsibility of the e- ditors. This issue was
brought to you by the number 74 and
the letters x and q.
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Food conflict continues

Frustration Forum
Norm shits on etiquette
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More news on crumbling college
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Frustration Forum

Mailbox

by Norm Richards

Want Ads
Wanted

Who Cares?
Dear Editor,
A suggestion to eliminate school
apathy—
I feel that apathy begins with the individual student rather than a group.
Group response to activites is poor due to
the individual's lack of participation.
Question: Would a reward system for
an individual accomplishment combat
apathy, in turn, causing mass response?
Idea: The selection of a "Personality of
the Month", chosen on their positive attitudes and contribution to the college, ie.
morale (spirit), friendliness, accomplishments to bettering RRCC's image by academic, sports and community
relations — all in all, improving the
studepts' opinions of themselves as
students of RRCC.
All persons: students, teachers,
employees of the college, administration,
and any other persons directly contributing to our campus should be allowed to participate.

Reward: A section of the Projector
could picture the chosen personality with
a follow-up story introducing them to the
readers and explaining their contribution
_
to, the school.
Format: People in the school would
select their individual choice of who they
see as 'y deserving of recognition. This
could be done through a ballot, with persons depositing their votes in boxes placed in the school hallways. Ballots would
then be counted 'and the personality
chosen.
Students don't necessarily have to vote
for persons pertaining to their own
courses.
Result: Hopefully students, teachers
and persons Me general around the college
would become friendlier, more observant
of freindliness, more helpful to one
another as well as participating in bettering school-life.

Dear Mr. Cox,
Speaking on behalf of a majority of
students, we feel there is a need for a
classified section in the Projector. It
would be a service well appreciated and
perhaps might liven the format if only
humourous but factual ads were'published.
R. Weide
Dear Playmates,
- I wish to cancel all previou -sly planned
weekends. 1 have finally found a young
lady who is worth me.
C. Profetta

Cinema
76

Sandra Deagle
I

Big Brad vs. Big Mac

presents
Dear Editors,
With regard to the letter from Mr. P.
Perry, complaining about me not taking
his Food Services course seriously,. what
I meant was, I don't take him seriously.
In fact, if the Barnazzio Brothers didn't
complain, why should you. I know that
with that publicity, they've now put
together an Acrobatic Act on Ice, with
the Ice Capades, and I'm sure that after
your splendid PR job for Ronald
MacDonald and his hamburger machine,
Macdonalds will sign you up for a life
time sentence. I'm sure that now, you and
your "chosen profession" will live happily
every after.
Actually, I was quite surpirsed that the
Editors even published your letter in the
-first place. It turned my stomach faster
than a Big Mac, and you've yet to con-
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vince me that there is any honour.
amongst the Chicago businessmen behind
MacDonalds who make their 'profit
spreading ptomane poisoning faster than
the bubbnic plague about the world?
As for "God willing me never to
darken the doorstep of any restaurant
you may-run," or more likely "assistant
manage", let me say God died long ago
after eating those two beef patties, special
sauce, lettuce, cheese, onions, picles on,a
sesame seed bun. I enjoy good food, and
as long as I am of sound mind, I won't
bite your hand nor a MacDonald's hamburger. Yeck!
Why did you bother?
Brad Leiman,
,Creative communications

Sugarland
Express
Thursday, February 26
SOUTH GYM

1

8 p.m.
500 ADMISSION

The Secretarial Science students,
fourth term, are beyond wanting to
protest as their 1predecessors had. They',
say what's the use; the .women in pasi
years complained but had to take their
cod liver oil with a squint.
I had the pleasure of having coffee with
a group of Secretarial Science students
the other day and happened to pick up
this pink booklet they had on the table in
front of them. First of all I didn't Want to
believe they still gave them pink covered
books; but they still do and that's not all.
At that point the young women began
pointing' out some of the best contents.
First of all this booklet is given to the girls
in the course they call Sec-Proc, or
Secretarial 'Procedures. Included in this
book are things like a rating guide for
women where you award yourself points
if you wear the 'right clothes and
accessories. So as not to discriminate, a
page is actually set out for men. The
booklet is broken up into four General
Areas: Personal Grooming, Diet and Exercise, Your Wardrobe and you, Use
Colour With a Flair.
By the way, the book was written by
the Bank of Commerce to train staff
originally,. probably in .1955.
Let's talk';about each area of interest.
First, Sec-Sci. women `had better go back
to grade six if they can't grooM
themselves properly.,. Second, if Diet and
Exercise is the thing that keeps them
beautiful today, I'm sure a great number
of very useful books are better referred to.
For example, Adele Davis' book called
"Let's eat right to keep fit".
It's more in depth, up to date and compares medical evidence with recent
research and findings.
Now let's look at 'Your Wardrobe and
You'. This section must have been
produced by the Society to Keep Fat
Girls out of Hot Pants. Three to four
pages are spent on what kind of lines in a
dress should be worn if you're fat or skinny. Don't wear broad stripes or large
checks—use this or that. Included for no
extra charge is a page on Care of Clothes
and a page on stain removing. I. must
assume that his book was made before
washing instruction tags with garments
were implemented.
We live in a disposable age, women get
new clothes to keep in fashion just by using the wrong wash cycle. "Dear, I have
to buy some new clothes, the darn washer
ruined my nice wardrobe, the only one I

had." Then she trips off to the department'
store with the charge card.
The last section deals with, "Use
Colour With a Flair."
The booklet points out that you should
compare your skin tone with the colour of
clothes you wear. "If your eyes are red
and you have a red face, you shouldn't
wear green; you might be mistaken for a
Christmas tree." Ho, ho, ho. Or, "If your
skin is flesh then you should go bare. Men
will find you most attractive." How
about; "How to prevent a double chin"?
This is no exaggeration. Really now.
Who is responsible for such 'a behind
the times course of instruction? We have
a first in the Western Canadian Colleges
right here. A course called "Women in
Canada" under Canadian Studies which
is for the real people. Not something your
future boss expects you to be The classes
are set up on Monday, Wednesday- and
Friday at Eleven O'clock, an open time
slot for a lot of people. It's not a course
for Women Libbers. That's for frustrated
housewives who need a conversation
piece at the neighborhood coffee klatch
with the girls, when in fact all they want
to do is lay at home watching soap operas
and get fat. On the contrary, the Women
in. Canada course is set out for people
who are ambitiouts and are striving to get
ahead for their own sake, to broaden their
horizons, and develop a better feeling
about themselves and others.
The students of Secretarial Science got
a bad deal because their schedule was set
up to exclude them from this course.
I understand that they were allowed an
option of taking a course called
Management in the same time slot which
of course is an integral part of business
training and should be taken. How do
you choose?
There is no choice really, Management
is necessary to success in business period.
That could be why it's manditory in
Business Administration. Just for your
added amusement the students gave' me a
copy of an addendum to the Sec-Proc.
course. It gives hints on how to eat certain' foods and names translated from
foreign terms. The foreign terms are
good to know but the first part goes
something like this, "Don't pick it up with
your toes when you have your socks on.
Use your ear." I admit that much of what
I said is slight exaggeration but I believe
I've made the. students of Secretarial
Science's point. Bye now.
.

CUSTOM MADE JEANS
HOWICK JEANS
FRYE BOOTS

PHONE 942.5688
288 CARLTON ST.
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RRCC "Trafficking"

•

College at Large

Rome Wasn't Built in a Day Either
Construction of the Building F elevator will be completed by
March 1, said Cy Howard, assistant director of support ser-

vices.

The south gym storage compartments will be finished in June.
Chairs, tables, phys-ed and day care equipment will be stored
securely and off of the gym floor.

by Cindy Marchant
has not been completed. The frequency is
monitered by Mr. Steve Chisholm, the
Radio Operating and ElectroniCs instructor, or by one of the students at noon
hour, as this is the time when such
transmissions seem to be taking place.
Mr. Chisholm (VE4AI) has been a
licensed amateur since 1946. His students
study for their licenses in order to
facilitate the practical end of their course.
Most of the 15 senior students have had
their licenses for three weeks now.
The Industrial Electronics department
is being considered at the moment for a
loan. Added equipment would enable
more than one student to. practice "sending" and "receiving" at one time.
There are two women enrolled in the
Commercial Radio Operators' COurse.
When they graduate they may enter
employment with the Ministry of
Transport and "man" a Coastal Radio
Station for the Government, or become a
Ship-Board operator. In this ten month
course they will have studied operation,
maintenance and repair of most of the
equipment in their shop in F315.

By the time you've read this, the Projector editors will have returned from the
Western Region Canadian University
Press Conference.
The conference will be hosted by the
Uniyersity of Regina's newspaper "The
Carillon" from February 19-23.
Greg Cox, Editor-in-Chief; Linda
McBurney, Entertainment Editor; Brian
Mitchell, News Editor; and Murray
Rauw, Sports Editor, will be the Projector's voices at the meeting of the 23
member WRCUP.
Mr. Cox said he felt a lot could be
learned at the conference and that it
would be worthwhile. He said that
Western University papers will be
meeting to discuss their role in the
National CUP.
Mr. Mitchell said, "the idea of the conference will be to establish with the
Western Region what the strategy plan
for the National Conference will be.
Ms. McBurney thinks the conference
will be "ideal as a refresher course in
news editing-related ideas".
A full report on the conference will be
carried in the next Projector issue.
I
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NOTICE OF MOTION TO AMEND
CONSTITUTION

by Lois Fysh
Amateur radio VE4RRC in RRCC
deserves recognition for being instrumental in passing information between Winnipeg and Guatemala during the recent
earthquake disaster in that country.
Through a contact in Florida,
VE4RRC communicates with
K6BY/TG9, a mobile amateur from the
USA who travelled to Guatemala with his
radio and is now handling emergency
traffic between there and the North
American continent.
One piece of "traffic" was successfully
communicated to Guatemala .by
VE4RRC regarding the welfare of a person involved in Bible Translation in the
quake devastated area. The message established that all members of the
Translation team were well. Although
VE4RRC and K6BY/TG9 have an
emergency frequency established,
VE4RRC has not been able, as yet, to
contact K6BY/TG9 to pass on its second
piece of traffic. Whether the amateur in
Guatemala is temporarily unavailable, or
"band" conditions are just too poor for
transmission, this second communication

by Suzi Schroeder
Trident Construction Ltd., now at work on the retaining wall
around Buildings D, E, and F, said construction should be
finished in May, seven months after the original scheduled completion date.
Cement and carpenters' strikes, along with boulders encountered underground caused set-backs. The work began in
May 1975 and was to have been finished last October.
Meanwhile, Trident has placed before the courts a claim for
extra mOnies . to make up for losses incurred in removing underground boulders. Holes for caissons, to be used for the wall's
foundation, could not be drilled through the .boulders which
were undetected by ground tests before tendering.
The Department of Public Works had intended to hold off
compensation until completion of the contract in order to
evaluate over-all losses and determine whether the claim is
justified. But Trident began court action last summer before
evidence was "sealed off' by construction.
The retaining wall is about 20 feet from the building and will
resemble a sidewalk when completed. It will relieve underground
lateral pressure from the sides of Buildings D, E, and F caused
by structural deficiencies.
Tony Van Ginkel of Trident said there were probably faults in
the original design which the builders followed as given.
Mr. Van Ginkel said normal commercial buildings should be
written off after 20 years and government buildings after 100.
The west half of RRCC was build in 1969 only seven years ago.

in Guatemala?

Editors
Go West

Elevation and Urination in Building F
by Greg Cox
.11

A motion to amend Schedule "B" on page 17 of the Red River community College Students' Association
Constitution, dealing with constituency representation, will be made at a meeting of Council to be held,
Wednesday, March 3, 1976 at 4:00 P.M. in room D-105.
Schedule "B" currently reads as follows:
Representation of each constituency shall be by population as follows:
1 representative
250 students
1
•
2 representatives
350 students
251
3 representatives
500 students
351
up students — 4 representatives
501
Adult Basic Education Constituency.
This Schedule does not apply to Division 7
This Constituency shall have two (2) members on Council.
The amendment will delete the following paragraph:
"This schedule does not apply to Division 7 — Adult Basic Education Constituency.
This Constituency shall have two (2) members on Council."
The amendment will give Division 7 representation by student population, making it consistant with the other
Constituencies currently represented on Council.
In order for any complaint to be considered it must be delivered in writing (and signed) to the Students'
Association Office (DM-20) before 4:00 P.M. on Wednesday, March 3, 1976.

Students may be wondering what
happened to the washroom on the mall
level of building F. The Projector looked
into the situation and got the scoop.
. It seems there has been an elevator
shaft near the location of the washrooms
and it's been there since 1968. Now
finally, eight years later, the elevator is
being. installed. The completion target is
March 1.
The washroom is still there and it will
still be there when the construction of the
elevator is finished. Two of the workers
told us that there is a lot of junk cluttering
up the washroom right now, making it
unsuitable for use. But after the work is
completed, students may once again
utilize the washroom facilities.
When you ride on the elevator, it will
be nice to know that it was built by the
largest elevator company in the world,
Otis Elevator Co. Ltd. Maybe that will
mean it will never let us down.
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KndiguYour Tax Form.
by Earl Buermeyer

If you're like most students, chances
are you're in desperate need for a little extra cash. If so, you're probably depending
on that precious "bundle" of money the
government will be sending you after
your tax form has been carefully filled
out.
You're probably aware of most deductions, • however there maybe a few areas
that you are unaware of deductions that
could further benefit your desperate '
cause.
Tuition fees can'be deducted providing
they amount to more than $25 and they
were paid to an educational institution
here in Canada; or if you resided here in
Canada and commuted to colleges in the
United Staes and paid over $25; or the
fees were paid to a university outside
Canada where you were in full attendance, enrolled in a degree course for
more than 13 consecutive weeks. The fees
claimed cannot cover more -than twelve

months. If you're claiming tuition fees,
then the receipts should be enclosed with
your tax form. Only students can deduct
tuition fees whether they were paid by
themselves or another person.
Students enrolled at RRCC are also
qualified for the "Education Deduction".
Under the heading 42B in the 1975 Tax
Guide, it reads: "The education deduction
is $50 for each month in the 1975 Tax
which a student was in full-time attendance at 'a designated educational 'institution. This deduction may be claimed
by the student and/or a supporting individual. A supporting individual is
someone who claimed an exemption for
the student as a dependant, or would have
if the student's net income had not been
over $1,978. Any part of the deduction
not required to reduce the student's taxable income to zero may be claimed by
the supporting individual.

Share...

and share alike.
Join your Credit Union.
When you get right down to it, do you really know why you
should join your Credit Union? It's more than efficient, friendly service. More than a place to go to organize and discuss
your financial needs. It's knowing your money's in capable
hands. Yours! A $5.00 share buys you more than a member-ship in your Credit Union. It gives you the opportunity to share
the responsibility for determining policies and services.
That's one reason why Annual Meetings are held. So that you
can find out first hand exactly what's been happening with
your Credit Union in the last year... And at the same time,
you have the opportunity to discuss your thoughts with the
rest of the membership. Share and share alike. Join your
Credit Union.

Co-operators Credit Union
Next To The Crazy Ox
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"A student receiving adult training
allowances under the Adult Occupational
Training Act is not eligible. Similarly, a,
nurse in training who receives free board
and lodgings or any other allowance from
the nursing school would not be entitled
to the deduction. Courses must be of at' .
least three consecutive weeks duration
with a minimum of ten hours work in the
program each week.
"Full-time attendance at a university,
outside of Canada in a course of at least
13 weeks duration and leading to a
degree, also qualifies. Courses for which a
student has been reimbursed (other than
by award money) do not qualify. The
same applies to a course which is related
to a 'person's job if the person remains on
salary while taking the course."
Student's in full-time attendance at
RRCC during 1975 who had to move to
take a job (including summer
employment) May also claim moving expenses.
If you moved from outside of Winnipeg to take full-time courses at RRCC
you can deduct moving expenses, but
only against award income such as
scholarships, fellowships, research grants
and similar awards and only if this is
reported (In your tax return.
Foreign students who are enrolled here
at RRCC can deduct moving expenses
from scholarships, fellowships, research
grants and similar awards. If you want to
claim moving expenses you should request a T I -M form from the District Taxation Office.
Randy Stephansson is the public
relations director for Revenue Taxation
here in Winnipeg. He said, "A majority of
students cover most of their deductions",
adding that "there are some areas the
students neglect to consider when they're
filling in their tax return."
"A great deal of students are unaware
that the first $500 for bursaries,
scholarships and so on is tax free," Mr.
Stephansson said. "Students who worked .
prior to attending school and were unaware of their present address should
make sure they contact their employer to
make sure they receive their T-4 slips," he
said.
If a student has any problems filling
out the tax returns they should first
carefully study the 1975 Tax Guide or
one of the many pamphlets given out by
the District Taxation Office (391 York
Ave.)
Mr. Stephansson said if a student continues to have problems, they can phone
985-4240 for assistance. The best time to
phone would be between 8:15 and 9:30 in
the morning. The lines won't be tied up
then.
The pamphlets Mr. Stephansson spoke
of, include, "Income Tax and the
Student", "Income Tax and the Single
Parent". "Child Care Expenses" and
"Moving Expenses".
The pamphlets are packed with information and could mean a sizeable
difference in your tax returns.

Native:.
People's
Enemy

:21

!:‘

WINNIPEG , (CUP) —Education has
been "one of the main enemies of the
native people", according to a spokesperson for the American Indian Movement
(AIM).
Speaking at the University of Winnipeg
February 6, Vern Bellacourt said it must
not be long before whites recognize the
native people's right to the land and their
culture.
Bellacourt said the native people must
'walk with the peace pipe in one hand and
"the freedom fighter's gun" in the other
because they have been contaminated by
the violence brought upon them by the
white man and white educatian.
He called prisons "institutes of higher
learning for Indian people" as the natives
were "pushed out" ofThe white education
system by racist curriculums. For example,_ he said that native people make up
only five percent of the South Dakota
population, and yet accounted for thirtytwo percent of that prison population.
The American Indian Movement
helped estahlish a "survival school
system" in thetates, where native
languages, hunting; crafts and songs are
taught to native children in the
\ Minnesota-South Dakota area. He
predicted that Canada would soon have
its own Native community college.
Bellacourt said native people could not
put down their pipe of peace" without being destroyed, since the "white man
makes all the guns." But Indians, he said,
have the most powerful weapon in the
world; truth, on their side.

ABE Gets own :Council
by Sandra Deagle
•
The Adult Basic Education student
council, is now in effect, with Carmen
Stoton elected President and Allen
Brown, vice-president
'Carmen Stoton said that some A.B.E.
students aren't aware of their rights and
privileges at the college. The A.B.E. council was initiated to encourage student participation and unity, to instill good school
morale, as well as provide such information as, `Yes, that student's card gives
you the rights and privileges any RRCC
student gets.'
"We haven't decided yet whether to
join the Student's Association as a club,"
said Mrs Stoton, "Right now we're a
students' council."
At a meeting Feb. 3, Harley. Shuster,
vice-president of the SA, offered the
proposed ABE club a $100 SA grant,
with the provision that the new club
would use the funds propetly. The ABE
.

council feels that the amount of the: grant .
offered was too little, .considering the
number of ABE students paying fees.
(Grants are provided to help new clubs
get a headstart on raising their own ,
funds.)
"With inflation as it is today," said
Allen Brown, "$100 won't go far?' He
said that the ABE club would have to buy
their own stationery to start with and any
fund-raising venture was sure to cost
more than a $100.
"Harley Shuster said that there are 611
ABE students now enrolled at the college,
although that figure fluctuates from
month to month. The SA is now trying to
determine ABE's contribution of paid
student fees.
The next meeting of the ABE council
will be held Feb. 18, to set a date for a byelection, in which two people will be
elected to represent ABE on the SA council.

Interested people are requested to audition for a
reader's theatre group.
This is the first meeting of a
theatre group in the college
and is open to everyone.

Auditions will be held
Friday, February 27, 1976
in Room D209, from 10-11
and 12-1.
See Irene Karasick in D209
for further information or call
her at 889-3460 after 6:00.
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Financial
Outlook

Red River

Tenure System

Barry .Senyk

by Mark Silbermann

Unlike most colleges and universities, RRCC's instructors are
under a tenure system which is on a six month probationary
period, while'in the universities professors go on a longer term of
•probation.
Tenure, meaning life long job security, is on three different
bases for the instructors at RRCC: a six month probationary
period, a one year teaching contract, and a permanent teaching
status.
An instructor who is hired on the six month term basis is
guaranteed a 'teaching job at RRCC for only that period. The instructor may however, have his term renewed for an indefinite
period. Often, after he has had his .term renewed on a certain
number of occasions, he will then go on a permanent teaching
status.
The one year contract system works much the same way as
the six month term basis. An instructor who is hired on that
basis 'is guaranteed employment for that period.
Jr an instructor is put on a permanent tenure, he is employed
on a life long "basis. Only if the instructor dies, retires, or is fired;
he will discontinue his teaching job.
Instructors who are on a six month term or one year contract
teaching status can be put on a permanent basis. This is considered a promotion, and usually results in a salary increase for
the instructor.
At the University of British Columbia, the professors are under a six year probation period. In the fourth year of that period,
the professor goes under review that determines whether his
teaching ability is adequate, if so, the professor is put on a permanent teaching basis, meaning tenure is granted.
However, if the review board decides not to put the professor
on tenure, his term will expire after' the six year probabation
period.
The question comes whether instructors at RRCC should be
under a tenure system such as the professors at the University of
British Columbia, or whether the current tenure system is the
best method.
Business Accountancy Department Head Aganetha Derksen
thinks so. Miss Derksen said, "Instructors are here because they
want to teach, not go on tenure." She said that a, shorter
probation is necessary because of the fact instructors are civil
servants, therefore preventing any political action from them in
the event of a change of government.
Miss Dcrksen also spoke of situations where an instructor
could be fired. "If a student sincerely polls other students for a
justifiable reason to remove an instructor, there should be no
problem removing him" she said. Miss Derksen said the reason
why it appears difficult to remove instructors by student action
is that there is little participation from other students in such a
case. "I do not recommend wholesale dismissal for instructors
from one or two students", she said.
'Students who have conflicts with their instructor are to go
through the following procedures: present conflict to the instructor; if the instructor does not meet up to the students satisfaction, he then takes the problem to the department head.
The student will present his complaint to the Academic
Appeal Board Committee which consists of: two students
selected by the Students' Association; one instructor, selected by
the Faculty Association; and one Department Head or Chairman selected by other Chairmans and Department Heads.
Items which the committee discuss is the method of instruction, method of evaluation and the evaluation of results.
This year there has been only one instructor taken to the committee. The committee hearing is still pending so that no infor'
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It looks like there will be no rise in
for Red River students at the
tuition of
start of the next school year. RRCC
director, Mr. Talbot, said "no change is
/contemplated at this time."
With the threat, -of government "cutbacks in spending at all levels, a tuition
fee . rise seemed imminent. At the U. of M.
they were contemplating higher tuition
fees as well as the selling of university
land to keep things going.
The director indicated the province had
asked the college to be careful in money
mangement and had placed. limitations on
its spending.
Likely areas to be affected are more in
the area of services to the instructor and
student. The duplicating department
where students receive hand-out notes
will he limited, adequate justification will
he required for new equipment, and the
use of supplies in general will be handled
more cautiously, he said.
This general slow down in spending
will not decrease the number of students
attending next year. In fact the approximate increase of ten per cent expected -in next years budget would still
make it possible to accomodate more
students in the college.

illation is being made public.
• Incidents have taken place in the past concerning the laying
off of instructors. Great controversy arose from this.
Last year Jim Craven, an Economics instructor, was not
granted a renewal of his teaching contract for what the administration claimed, "not enough hours available for his services."
• However, Social Science instructor Len Goodine said Mr.
Craven was laid off by the endorsembrit of Bob Vinet who at
that time was the Social Science Department Head, for the
teaching of Marxist thebries, which was thought to be detremental to the students.
Bob Vinet was also p'artially responsible for the laying off of
another Social Science instructor, Mike Koperno. That incident
took place three years ago.
The administration had the same reason for the laying of Mr.
Koperno as they did with Jim Craven. (Not enough hours.)
Mr. Goodine said the laying off of Mr. (Koperno had greater
factors than what the administration made public. "Mike was
one of the students, and there was nothing negative about his
teaching. (Bob) Vinet didn't get along with Mike; he said he was
,too radical;,." Mr. Goodine said.
. Mr. Goodine, along with other Social Science instructors
arranged to appeal to the administration on keeping Koperno
his job, but it failed.
At the time Koperno was laid off, he had been granted a permanent teaching status, and for that reason, people felt it was
unjust that he lost his job.
Perhaps the major reason why instructors aren't given the
same basis of tenure as the university professors is that they are
only civil servants. They are not considered teachers, and are
not required to have any teaching certification.
The average' salary for instructors ranges from $13,000 to
$19.000 per year.
Though incidents have taken place in the past concerning the
tenure system, it appears the majority of instructors at RRCC
are satisfied with its current structure.

What Is PIP?
Lois Fysh
The RRCC Business Division's,
Program for Individualized Progress
(PIP) is under revision again.
A new multiple entry date has been
added to this three-year-old program. A
student is now able to begin any of the
PIP courses on the first Monday of all
but the last; three school months,
providing there is space.
The Business Division offers clerk
typist, stenography, and clerical
bookkeeping and office machines
(CBOM) courses in this - PIP program.
The theory behind PIP is the elimination
of formal classroom teaching and
provision of readable, instructive work
"packages" which will enable most
•students to complete a ten month course
in eight or nine. It would also provide a
,

means for less progressed students to
graduate from a course in ten months
where . normally they could not complete
in the conventional system. When a
student feels he can successfully achieve a
stipulated minimum requirement of accuracy on the work outlined in the
package, he writes a test. Completion
allows the perSon to move on to the next
section of work.
Because there is no, formal classroom
instruction, there is controversy among
the students in the program as to the
benefits of "individualized programming." Students feel there is too much
pressure to complete the courses in the
alloted time.
The typing course seems to attract the
greatest attack from the students. The
availability of typewriters and their condition is the major complaint. Second is
the lack of basic instruction at the beginning of the year.
Most students who started in the first
term feel that they would have benifited
greatly from some initial basic instruction
to get them started in the program. Now,
because of direct communication between
students and co-ordinators, the students
beginning in this second term are given
the basic instruction. So, progress is being
made.
Students and staff feel that with ' fa bit
more revision, and the initiation of basic
instruction in the beginning and at
various intervals in the porgram, the PIP
program should be very beneficial to
students requiring a minimum of instruction.

Student As Nigger
by Jerry Farber
from Canadian University Press
When the Student as Nigger first
appeared in print in the midz60's it
created no small furor. Legions of student
newspaper editors in universities, colleges
and high schools in Canada and US were
condemned, censured, demerited, detentioned and expelled for printing it.
Given the theme of the article — that
students, faculty and education are stifled
by the authoritarian classroom and institutional environment — the reactionary response of the "authorities" to
the article was predictable.
How does the article hold up after
almost a decade? Surprisingly well. Conditions haven't changed that much; the
classroom is still an authoritarian environment, as are our educational institutions themselves. And most students
are'still servile in their attitudes.
One change, however, is that it's unlikely that many student editors at the
University and college level would be attacked for printing this article in 1976.
The question is whether this is indicative
of any fundamental change in the
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A possible problem may occur when
the contract for the college employees of
the Manitoba Governinent Employees
Association expires on March 31, he admitted. All the staff at RRCC belong to
this union.
'
English department instructor and union representative, Bill Ridgeway, is on
leave and working on a new contract at
this time.
It's going to be tight for at least the
next year and a half said Mr. Talbot.

.1

authoritarian system, or is it simply a
change in tactics?
.
Many education "authorities" have
learned that its easier to allow criticism to
take place and then fight any subsequent
attempts to organize around that
criticism, rather than place themselves at
the outset in the awkward position of being censors.
High schools, of course, have not
changed that much, and any student
editor there reprinting Farber's article in
1976 is likely to be subject to the same attacks as their counterparts of the 60's.
Another changed since the time
Farber's article first appeared is that the
shallowness is probably more evident today. The major shortcoming in
Farmber's essay is , that it fails to deal
with the reasons why our educational
system creates "niggers". Farber seems
to see the built-in "authoritarianism" of
the educational environment as a structural defect, an accident almost, and as
something which students themselves
could change.

The history of the student movement'of
the 60's, and subsequent analysis, has
resulted in an improved awareness of the
role of post-secondary education in our
society. Given the authoritarian and class
nature of our corporate society, the
authoritarianism of our post-secondary
system, in terms of the content of
education and the mode of educating is
quite understandable.
But with that understanding came the
realization that the goal of the student
movement can't be to eliminate
"authoritarianism" from our institutions .
by means of political activity confined to
that issue and those institutions. Because
of the direct Connection between the postsecondary system and the socioeconomic-political system, it became apparent that struggle has to go beyond the
campuses and include broader -social
groups than just students, and that the
goal of "a free university in a free
society" is conditional on the prior establishment of a "free society".
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Students are niggers. When you get that straight.
our schools begin to make sense: It's more important though. to understand why they're niggers.
If we follow that question seriously. it will lead us
past the /oat of academic bullshit. where dedicated teachers pass their knowledge on to a new gene
ration, and into the nitty-gritty of human needs
and hingups. From there we can go on to consider
whether it might ever be possible for students to
come up from slavery.
First, look at the role students play in what we
like to call education. At Cal State where I teach.
theatedents have separate and unequal dining facilities. If I bring a student into the faculty dining
room. my colleagues get uncomfortable, as though
there were a bad smell. If 1 eat in the student cafeteria, I become known as the educational equivaknt of a - nigger-lover". In at least one building
there are even rest rooms which students may not
use. Also there is an unwritten law barring studentfaculty lovemaking. Fortunately.-.this : anti-m ist-e2 enation law. like its Southern counterpart. is not
10.) per cent effective.
CHOOSE HOMECOMING QUEEN
Students at Cal State are politically disenfranchised. They are in an academic Lewndes County.
NItt of them can vote in national elections - their
averae-te age is about 26 - but they have rtO voice
in the decisions which affect their academic lives.
The students are. it is true. allowed to have a to
government of their own. It is a aovernment run.
for the most part. by Uncle Toms. concerned prindpally with trivia. The faculty and administrators
decide ;vital courses will be offered: the :students
get to the their own Homecoming Queen. Octesa;esnally. when student leaders aet uppity and
rebellious. they're either ignored_ put off with trivial con -item. or maneusered expenly out of
filth tie_.
A gudent at Cal State vs expected to know his
place. He calls a faculty member -Sir- Of
Of "F Tear` and he smiles and shuffles some 3S
he stands outside the profesaar'S ofik waiting for
permission to enter_ The faculty - tell him what cour. Tacna English. even elecses to take tin my depert.
tives have to be approved la a faculty' member:
they tit him what to _read. wheat to write. and_ ftequesta.. whereas set the maraira on his typewriter_
They tel him what's true and what bat Some teathen insist that they enciataatte disatent but they're
almost alwass iteirat and even student knows it.
Tell llee Man what he wants to hear or hell fad
yata

When a teacher says lump - sw&nts jump. I
---d_to take up claw
tactarei one sierer who refus
time for eaams and rearaired students to show up
for tests at 6:33 in the aataniaz. And they did. b.
Gear Another_ at cram time presides arts-a - car&
to be &led out - ea" one ette.:at-fred in -a papq- teat
with a bok an in the tOp TO thrOkiehil- . Students
- i-ahtx alidae, hands th the trti. while retina
stick
the test The tmrr isn't a prove; I with Fe Fore_
H:does it so prey ezt theatima. Anpotha ciaIleazoe
met -sett a aredent rat: dui± owe of his letars and threw beak -: at<
-r the ssall. Sall ant:the lecreares.r sarSetts in a stupor and then
Terra= at dem let net vitas they fail asleep.
4?OT DigefieSSED:
CLta
Eharize the am rattrizaa of a as one g4-ai eat zip
w :Leave altar stoat t minutes had gorse by. Tat
tearer rethed over. aTabbed ha by the rm_ w2- dr and led ber back
ing -Ms elaas pot tferaiac
to'het =at- 0.s the same Sy. acatather resclaar began by thiorthag his ciaw that be does wt. like
hak. oa b ►fl or capri picas
beards. caseataese
his clam
or, gins. arid Ira not toireate any oft

The class, incidentally, consisted mostly of high .
school teachers.
Even more discouraging than this Auschwitz
approach to education is the fact that the students
take it. They haven't gone through twelve years of
public school for nothing. They've learned oae thing
and perhaps only one thing during those twelve
years_ They've forgotten their algebra. They're
hopelessly vague about chemistry. and physics.
They've grown to fear and resent literature. They
write like they've been lobotomized. But. Jezus.
can they follow orders! Freshmen come up to me
with an essay and ask if I want it folded and whether their name should be in the upper right hand
corner. And I want to cry and kiss them and caress
their poor. tortured heads.
Students don't ask that orders make sense. They
give up expecting things to m4e sense long before
they leave elementary school. Things are true because the teacher says they're true. At a very early
age we all team to accept two truths," as did certain medieval churchmen_ Outside of class things
are true to your tongue. your finger. your stomach.
your heart. Inside class. things are true by reason
of authority. And that's just fine because you dont
care anyway. Miss Wiedemeyer tells you a noun is
a person. place or thing_ So let it be You don't give
a rat's ass: sue doesn't give a ralsass.
SIRENS AND A RATTLE OF BULLETS .
The important thing is to please her. Back in
kindergarten. you found out that teachers only love
children t stand in nice straight lines_ And that's
where it's been at ever since. Nothing changes except to get worse. School_ becomes more and more
obviously a prison. Last year I spoke to a student _as't
sembly at Manual Arts High School and then couldn
get out of the taxidaran school_ I mean there was no
nay out_ Locked &ears_ High fena---. One of the inmates \vas trying to make it over afence when he
-cat me real and froze in panic. For a rafrant_
I expected sirens. a rattle of bullets. and him clawing the knee.
Then there's the infamous 'code of dress - . Insome high sehoots. if your skirt looks tees them you
have to kneel before the principal. in a brief anew. "t reach the &pee_
rs of fellatio_ If the hem doesn
you Sao home to change while he. presumably. jacks
off. goy-s-in hitt setaa.Z can't be too sloppy and they
cant be too sharp_ You'd think the school bead
would be delig.hted to see all the spades troopina
to school in pointy shoes suits. ties and stings - briUh-tilt. They're too visibleWhat Sheol amounts to then_ for white and
black kids allite_ is a 12 year 4.---asta-seinhoa to be
shoves. What_eLte could explain w hat I see it_ a f
man class! They've get that save mentality: obaa
ing and ingratiating on the surface but host. and
rcaa.Sent underre-ath. Lae black ayes vudentS
vary in their awareness of what's aotha. on_ SOale
recognize their own put-on for w bat it is and even
let their rebellion - beeak through E0 the surface aoa
and then- Others - inch sding most of the szaxel students - have been mare deeply brainwashed- They
swallow the bunshit with greedy mouths.. They honest-to-GM bc&ve in grades. in busy wortn generqthrements. They're like those old
ral education...
.,..1-ggers :toe can cifil find in the
ory-hcaded bour
5.04.1th u -130. don't See what all the fuss is aboct
Threats us Seas goof.
r.
THEY CHEAT A LOT
teed to favor the
Carew ea •
Timis and semi out_ the rebels- Not esti-tina of
oaarse- Same STDdetta at Ca State ire expert
artists who know • ra feeds- lira what's happening.
They rani I de:gra and siend their' yews on the old
g mad =sin as they
plantation alternaleh.. >

May the game. If their egos are strong enough, they
cheat a lot. And of course. even the Toms are angry
down deep somewhere. But it comes out in passive
rather than active aggression. They're unexplainably thick - witted and subject to frequent spells - d'1
laziness. They misread simple questions. They spend
their nights mechanically outlining history chapters
while meticulously failing to comprehend a word
of what's in front of them.
The saddest cases among both black slaves and
student slaves are the ones who have so thoroughly
introjected their masters' values that their anger is
all turned inward. At Cal Sthte these are the kids
for whorri every low grade is torture. who stammer
and shake when they speak to a professor. They go
through an emotional crisis every time they're called
upon during class. You can recognize them easily
at finals time. Their faces are festooned with fresh
pimples: their bowels boil audibly' across the room. If there really is a Last Judgment, then the parents
wad teachers who created these wrecks are going to
burn in hell.
So student are niggers. It's time to find out why,
and to do this, we have to take a long look at Mr.
Charlie_
The teachers I know best are college professors.
Outside the classroom and taken as a group, their
most striking characteristic is timidity. They're
short on balls. Just look at their working conditions_ At a time when even migrant workers have begun to fight and win. college professors are still
afraid to make more than a token effort to improve
their pitiful economic status. In California state coletas the faculties are screwed regularly and vigorotaly by the governor and legislature and yet they
still won't offer any solid resistance. They lie flat on
their stomachs with their pants down, mumbling
catchphrases late - professional dignity" and "meaningful dialogue".
THEY COPPED OUT
Professors were no different when I was an undetaiaduate at UCLA during the McCarthy era:
it aas like a cattle stampede as they rusehd to coy
out. And in more recent years. l found that my being
arrested in sit-ins brought from my colleagues not so
much approval or condemnation as open-mouthed
astonishment: You could lose your job!"
Now. of course, there's the _Vietnamese.
gets some opposition from a few teachers. Sot*
support it. But a vast number of professors. who
kraaa perfectly well what's happening, are coppliii .
out again And in the high schools you can forge'
it. Stillness reigns.
I'm not wore why teachers are so chickenshil
It could be that academic training itself forces a split
between thought and action. It might also be that
the tenured security of a teaching job attracts timid
persons who are unsure of themselves and need waspons and other external trappings of authority.
At any rate. teachers are short on balls. And, as
Einstein has eloquently pointed out, the classroom offers an artificial and protected environment
in which they can exercise their will to power.
Your neighbors-tray drive a better car: gas station attendants may intimidate you, your wife may
dominate you: the state legislature may shit oa you:
but in the classroom, by Gods students do what you
fke-Of-else. The grade is a hell of a weapon_ It may
not rest on your hip, potent and rigid like a cop's
gun. but in the long run it's more powerful. At your
personal whim - anytime you choose - you can keep
35 students up for nights and have the "pleasure"
of seeing them walk into the classroom pasty-faced
and red-eyed carrying a sheaf of typewritten pages.
with a title page, MLA footnotes and margins set
as
15 lad 91 Continued on page 17

Sandy McBride hopes to 'go for two'
as often as possible in Lethbridge
and come home with a gold medal
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Good luck to all our teams in
the up-coming 4-West championships !
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Eye On Council
by Brian Mitchell
This editor attended his first council
meeting on February 18 at 4 o'clock.
A rule existing states any member to
miss more than two meetings without just
cause would lose council rights. Regrets
were made because of the bus strike and
some misunderstanding vin the issuing of
council meeting notices.
There was a fair number present and
business continued as usual with the
usual chatter, which luckily was productive.
In spite of dissension and discussion on ,
all minor points and little or no discussion
on major points, motions were passed
and people are going places, including the
Projector. •
To clarify the discussion of minor
points is more acceptable, in light of the
time they take as discussion. Any major
points require lengthy justifications which
are usually flowery and vague. In effect,
motions passed and discussion length are
a race against the clock considering the
meeting starts at four and everyone wants
to get home for supper on time, a
priviledge the Projector editors don't
share. Production night for the paper
often conflicts with council meetings. (As
I write this review, production goes on.)
The paper, however, feels it is important
for students to know what happens at
these meetings.
For instance, two positions are now
open for Adult Basic Education. Harley
Shuster justified the openings, drawing
attention to a consistent enrollment of
over 400 students since last June. This
deems them as important as any other
constituency, (voting area of the college).
I would argue that these openings are
merely tokenism; an attempt to disintegrate the A.B.E. council that was established to gain recognition as an importani entity. Although the ABE students
were undecided as to whether they were a
club or a council. SA was able to make
the decision for them. In having two
members on council, they are vulnerable
to manipulation by the other members,
even though representation was a major
accomplishment by any standards. A
representation of any major group by two
members is open to manipulation.
They will get their • representation.
Business Administration also has , an
opening.
The nominations will close on Feb. 26
with voting to be held in council on
March 3.
Tentative dates have also been established for the executive and con-

•
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stituency elections. They will open Thursday March 11 and close . Mar. 18 with
elections to be held on Mar. 25.
The Projector has agreed to assist and
promote the elections, to give meaning to
this important function. If you don't vote,
you can't very well argue, with your
criptions
representation. Detailed job des
positions available will come in
and
future articles.
While I'm on a positive note, Rebel, the
school mascot has already served as
promotion tool, and the float he rode on
for RRCC won third prize in its event.
The chef training course also did well for
our school, placing first in ice sculpturing
in its field. Thank God for the Festival de
Voyaguer, (promotion plus) reinforcing
Lyn Johnston's belief in the polar bear.
There were two points/motions considered with a certain degree of skepticism, A.C.C.C. (Association of
Canadian Community Colleges). Apparently, Red River's participation in this
group is very important. John Coy who is
acting as board member in this
'association believes our college should
promote regional identity, so we can be
an active force in decision making at ths
level. To further the point. John feels the
message should be carried to other
colleges in the Manitoba-Saskatchewan

region of A.C.C.C. Keeping that in mind,
council agreed to fund a field trip to do
just that.
Bruce Wood viewed this mission as a
•Big Brother' attempt to enlist other
colleges in A.C.C.C.• Then John Coy
reiterated by stating that we are the
largest college in the region, better able to
afford the luxuries of ,national meetings
and that' we should take a lead. I don't
take exception to the facts, but the
benefits of A.C.C.C. should be detailed at
some length.
John Coy will attend an A.C.C.C.
meeting in March in Ottawa, hopefully
getting a better picture of the group.
Terry Lindell and John Coy will use the
field trip to establish a repoire with other
colleges.
Terry is interested in the association
and he's done a great deal of work
towards it. Hopefully, we will see and
reap the benefits.
John Speelman volunteered as
Chairperson for the upcoming elections.
Everyone was pleased; the Cup conference in Regina budget was passed and
everyone left the meeting content with a
feeling of accomplishment.
Discussion in detail would be more
acceptable, but the meeting had a middle,
beginning and end like all good stories
should.

,

Women's Doubles
Michele Spanners and Mary Szkarek

Badminton Team

Alberta Bound

by pave Supleve
When the • badminton season rolled
around this year at Red River, Coach
Merlin McIntosh found herself without
enough players to form a .team.. So she
went out and coaxed people to play, and
those she came up with, certainly came
thrdugh for her. TheRed River squad
swept all five titles at the provincial 4West championships. The team now will
represent. Manitoba in the 4-West championships in Lethbridge.
Brian Gylytiuk and Sally Calich won
the singles titles in the tournament,which
was held at Red River. Brian won his'first
match 15-1, 15-4 and then continued his
magnificant. play with a 15-3, 15-1
triumph in his other match. Sally was
'credited with straight match victories,
since she was the only competitor in her
•
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BIG BROTHERS
OF WINNIPEG

Mixed Doubles
Cheryl Warelis and Bob Gylytruk

" "

••

•

division.
What made Brian's - triumph so suprising was the case with which he accomplished it.
"The Pas men were tough. They were
the defending champions and had a tough
team, - coach McIntosh said.
Sally, a member of the basketball team
who had to be coaxed into playing on the
- badminton team, is known for her basketball stamina which will be to her advantage if she gets involved in a long match
at the 4-West championships March 5
'and 6 in Lethbridge.
Michelle Spanners and Mary Szkwarek
took the women's doubles crown with
straight set victories. Scores of 15-4, 15-2
shows how good these girls are.
and
Ted Nawrocki, last year's Most Im-

proved Player and Soon Kheoh, who
splits his: time between Red River and the
U of M were invoked in two very tough
matches but came through .to help complete the sweep.
The mixed doubles team Cheryl
Warelis, a former Manitoba tinder 16
Doubles champion, and Bob Gylytiuk,
,Brian's brother and the other half of the
famed Kangaroo Kids from Dauphin,
proved the best,of their field winning their •
matches.
"The team looks really sharp. They
have walkout suits, crests, Canadian Badminton Association pins and real badminton shorts. They really Idok good,"coach
McIntosh said.
From what we've seen they play pretty
good, too.

•••

Service to Fatherless Boys

WIN A CADDY!
Buy a Big Brothers' raffle ticket at various
locations throughout the city, from the
Big Brothers' respresentative who calls at
your door.
•
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Women's Singles
Sally Nawrocki

'Men's Doubles
Soon Kheoh and Ted Nawrocki
■
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Intramurals at \a• Glanc4
Anyone interested in participating in
Participation in winter intramural
the intramural badminton program must
sports has generally increased over last
register with June Graham in GM 19 on
season. Basketball, which began Feb.
or before Friday Feb. 27th. Badminton
18th has a record 33 teams this year
will have both men and women singles
compared to the 22 teams entered last
leagues with two divisions in each league
year. This year the league has 24 mens
so all participants will be able to find their
teams and eight wOmens - teams.
own level of competition. A general
Broomball. only in its second year as a
knowledge of badminton rules is desired
student activity, has 10 teams compared
from the entrants.
to the six entered last year. Broomball has
1NTRAMUAL NOTES. .. Floor
gone to a co-ed format which may parhockey entries are to be submitted to
tially account fo'r the increase.
June Graham in GM 19 on or before
Mens' hockey remains at eight team
March 5. . . An archer y tournament is
while womens' hockey has dropped from
planned for mid March. Deadline for enfive teams to two squads. June Graham
feels the reason for the drop in ;womens' . tries is March 12. . .Intramural one wall
hockey is many of the prospective hockey . paddleball entries should be submitted to
June Graham in GM 19. before Karch
players gave their allegiance to the 'less12. .. If any teams would like silk screenadventurous" broomball.,The two teams
ing they can contact God Hurst at 269will play a best of three championship
2231 or Russ Harden at 888 5348. They
series.
will design logo's as well as silk screen
The mens' hockey schedule began Feb.
previously purchased T shirts. . .
17th.
Brochures about the RRCC intramural
Broomball is being played on the
program are available at the equipment
skating rink during noon hours and all
counter in the north gym or in June
hockey is scheduled at 4:15.
Grahams. office.
-

-

_
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Red River
Dominates 4-West
Athletes from Red River Community
College and Assiniboine Community
College in Brandon will represent
Manitoba in badminton and curling
events at the 4-West western Canadian
college Championships March 5 and 6 in
Lethbridge, Alberta.
Red River swept the qualifying badminton tournament last week rising to the
top of all events. Brian Gylytiuk took
men's singles; Soon Kheoh and Ted
Nawrocki, men's doubles; Sally Calich,
women's singles; Mary Szwarek and
Michelle Stanners women's doubles; and
Bob Gylytiuk and Cheryl Warelis, mixed
doubles.
Curling play-offs at Stony Mountain
saw victories for the Red River teams in
mixed and men's events. Pat Ryan's rink
with third John Bubbs, second Derek *
Devlin and lead Tom MacNair will be
representing Manitoba for a second time
in 4-West play, defending last year's title.
.Red River is also defending in the mixed
event but a ..new rink from the College •
skipped by Larry Gakden, with Janice
Bridge, John Pawluk and Debbie
Dimock, will represent the province.
Assiniboine Community College captured the women's event. Debbie Nye's'
rinkOf Jeannette Rock, Cathy Butcher
and Dianne Hastings will join the other
athletes in Lethbridge.
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SA Sponsors
Bonspkl

ti

The RRCC Student Association has
announced plans for an invitational curling bonspiel to be held at the Granite
Curling Club — 22 Mostyn Place, March
12-14. The bonspiel will have a limit of 32
rinks and will have three events plus a
consolation event. At present ten spots
are being held to allow the University of
Manitoba, the University of Winnipeg,
Brandon University, Keewatin Community College and Assiniboine Com-.
munity College to enter two rinks each
into the bonspiel.
The remaining 22 spots are open to
RRCC students on a first come, first
serve basis.
All curlers on any one team must be
from the same campus and be full time
Itudents at that particular campus. There
will be a minimum of one female per
team.
The entry fee is $30.00 per team. 'A
team is not considered entered until both

RESPECT FOR AUTHORITY
The general timidity which causes teachers to
make niggers of their students usually includes a
more .specific fear - fear of the students themselves. After all, students are different, just like black
people. You stand exposed in front of them. knowing that their interests, their values and their language are different from yours. To make matters
worse you may suspect that yob yourself are not the
most engaging person. What then can protect you
from their ridicule and scorn? Respect for authority. That's what - it's ' the policeman's gun again.
The white bwana's pith helmet. So you flaunt that
authority. You wither whisperert with a murderous
glance. You crush objectors with erudition and
heavy irony. And, worst of all, you make your own
attainments seem not accessible but awesomely
remote. You conceal your massive ignorance - and
parade a slendor learning.
Finally,. there's the darkest reason of all fix the
master-slave approach to education. The less trained and the less socialized, a person is, the more he
constitutes a sexual threat and the more he will be
subjugated by. institutions, such as penitentiaries
and schools. Many of us are aware by now of the
sexual neurosis which makes white man so fearful
of integrated schools and neighborhoods, and which
makes castration of Negroes a deeply entrenched
Southern folkway. We should recognize a similar
pattern in education. There is a kind of castration
that goes on 'in schools. It begins, before school
years, with parents' first encroachments on their
children's• free unashamed sexuality. and continues
right up to the day when they hand you your doctoral diploma with a bleeding. shriveled pair of testicles stapled to the parchment.; It's not that sexuality
has no place in the classroom. You'll. find it there
but Only in certain perverted. and vitiated forms.
PERVERSION IS INTELLECTUAL
•

their entry fee and form have been turned
into the students association. Deadline for
entries is March 5th. a
The first draw will be held from 11:00
p.m. Friday to 8:00 Saturday morning,
the second draw from 11:00 Saturday
morning to . 8:00 p.m. and the final draw
11:00 p.m. Saturday to 8:00 Sunday
morning.
The Granite Club bar and cafeteria will
be available to the curlers.
The trophies for the bonspiel are on
display in the north gym trophy case.

How does sex show up in school? First of all,
there's the sadomasochistic relationship between

Ss
RESERVED

FOR

ADMINISTRATION

I

WANTED:
• Floor Hockey Co-ordinator $50.00
Floor Hockey Referees $2.50 Per PM
Floor Hockey Scorers $1.00 Per lun
Archery Co-ordinator a $15.00
/Archery Organizers a $5.00 Per nonli

.

ding. In Swinburne's England, the whipped school
' yber
o ysef.req.uei ntly grew up to he a flagellant. With us
their perversion is intellectual but it's no less perSex also shows up in the classroom as academic
subject matter - sanitized and abstracted, thorough' ly divorced from feeling. You get "sex education"
now in both high school and college classes: every
one determined not be embarrassed, to he very
up-to-date. These are the classes fcr which sex, as
Feiffer puts it an be a beautiful thing if properly
administered". And then of course, there's Still another depressing manifestation of sex in the clasroom: the "off-color" teacher. who keeps his class
awake with sniggering sexual allusions, obscene
titters and academic innuendo- The sexuality he
purveys, if must be admitted, is at least better than

none at. all.
UNDERNEATH THE PETT1-PANTS
What's missing. froin . kindergarten to graduate
school. : is honest recognition of what's happening
turned-on awareness of what's underneath the petti-pants, the chinos and . the flannels. It's not that
sex needs to be pushed in school: sex is pushed enough. But we should let it he. where it is and like
it is. I don't insist that ladies in junior high school
lovingly caress their students' cocks (someday. maybe ► : however, it is reasonable to ask that the ladies
don't by example and structures teach their students to pretend that they aren't there. As things
stand now, students are psychically castrated or
spayed - and for the very same reason that black
men are castrated in Georgia: because they're a
threat.
So you can add sexual repression to the list of
causes, along with vanity. fear and will to power.
that turn the teacher into Mr. Charlie. You might
also want to keep in mind that he was a nigger once
himself and has ever really gotten over it. And there
arc more causes. some of which are better described in sociological than in psychological terms. Work
them out. it's not hard. But in the mean time what
we've 'got on our hands is a whole lot of niggers.
And what makes this particularly grim is that the
student has less chance than the black man of getting out of his bag. Because the student doesn't even
know he's in it. That. more or less, is what's happening in higher education. And the results are stagger-

mg.
For one thing damn little education takes place

•

in the schools. How could it? You can't educate
slaves; you can only train them. Or, to use an uglier

s
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teachers and students. That's plenty sexual although
the price of enjoying it is to be unaware of what's
happening. In walks the student in his Ivy League
equivalent of a motorcycle jacket. In walks the
teacher - a kind of intellectual rough trade - and
flogs his students with grades, tests, sarcasm and
snotty superiority until their very brains are blee-

and more-timely word, you cadonly program them.
HANDS IN SOME CLAY
I like to folk dance. Like other novices. I've gone
to the Intersection or to the Museum and laid out
good money in order to learn how to dance. No grades, no prerequisites, no separate dining rooms,
they just turn you on to dancing. That's education.
Now look at what happens in college. A friend of
mine, Milt, recently finished a folk dance class. For
his final he had to learn things like this: "The Irish
are known for their wit and imagination, qualities
reflected 'in their dances, which include the jig,
the reel and the hornpipe". And then the teacher
graded hie; A, 111,. C, D, or F, while he danced in
Sit' of bee. That's not' education. That's not even
training. Than an abomination on the face of US
earth. is especially ironic because Milt took that

dance class trying to get out of the academic rut.
He took crafts for the same reason. Great right?
Get 'your hands in some clay? Make something?
Then the teacher announced that a 20 page term
, paper would be required - with footnotes.
. At my school we even grade people on how they
read poetry. That's like grading people on how
they fuck. But we do it. In fact, God help me. I do
it. I'm the Simon Legree of the poetry plantation.
"Tice that iamb! Lift that spondee!" Even to discuss
a good poem in that environment is potentially dangerous because the very classroom is contaminated.
As hard as I may try to turn students on to poetry.
I know that the desks, the tests, the IBM cards, their
own attitudes toward school and my own residue of
UCLA method are turning them off.
MAKE THEM WILLING SLAVES
Another result of student slavery is just as dangerous - students don't get emancipated when they
graduate. As a matter of fact, we don't let them graduate until they've demonstrated their willingness for 16 years- to remain slaves. And for important
jobs. like teaching, we make them go through more
years just to make sure.
What I'm getting at is that we're all more or less
niggers and slaves, teachers and students alike.
This is the fact you, have to start with in trying to
understand wider social phenomena, say, politics,
in our country and in other countries.
Educational oppression is trickier to fight than
racial expression. If you're a black rebel they can't
exile you: they either have to intimidate you or
kill you. But in high school or college, they can just
bounce you out of the fold. And they do.
Rebel students and renegade faculty members
get smothered or shot down with devastating accuracy. In high school. i t's not usually the student who
gets it: it's more often the teacher. Others get tired
of fighting and voluntarily leave the system. But
dropping out of college for a rebel. is a little like
going North, for a Negro. You can't really get away
from it so you might as well stay and raise hell.

ORGANIZE FOR FREEDOM NOW
How do you raise hell? That's another article.
But for a start, why not stay with the analogy? What
have black people done? They have. first of all.
faced the fact of their slavery. They've stopped
kidding themselves about an eventual reward in
the Great Watermelon Patch in the sky. They've
organized. They've decided to get freedom now,
and they've started taking it.
Students like black people, have immense unused power. They could theoretically, insist on participating in their own education. They could make
academic freedom bilateral. They could teach their
teachers to thrive on love and admiration rather
than on fear and respect, and to lay down their wea-

pons. Students could discover community. And they
could learn to dance by dancing on the IBM cards.
They could make coloring books out of the catalogs and they could put the grading system in a museum.
They could raze one set of walls and let life come blowing into the classroom. They could turn
the classroom into a "field of action" as Peter Marin
describes it. And they could study for the best of
all possible reasons - their own resources.
They could. They have the power. But only in a
very few places, like Berkeley, have they even begun to think about using it. For students as for black
people, the hardest battle isn't with Mr. Charlie.
It's with what Mr. Charlie has done to your mind.

li
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Audio Column

Rape, Blood and Guts!

Zell And The Art Of
.

Sounds Right
by Frank Tanasyctiuk
Take a quick • scan of some of the
general and speciality stereo shops
around town, examine the products
available to you the consumer, and you
have to be fairly impressed. Take a look
at the prices available and you may go
away astounded and gasping for breath.
Stereo equipment, the classification which
makes up most of the software on the
market, has climbed in price (like
everything else) by a fairly large percentage. Hardware such as records, have
also shot up in price. I'm afraid there's little you can do about this problem, except
go into a commercial equipment outlet, a
little better prepared for the battle of
bargaining and purchasing.
In many cases (including mine) experience has been the best and most
costly teacher. To illustrate, at present I
have a fairly decent turntable (ElacMiracord 501-1) which I bought for over
25(X) below list price. But there's also that
mystifying piece of "quadraphonic" junk
I bought at full price (about $200) several
years ago which I doubt if I could now
sell for $25.
After experience like this you learn
quickly.
There are a lot of people who spend
carelessly when they're on the road to
buying stereo equipment. They go into
the first shop they find (alphabetically or
otherwise) and use the strangest criteria
for buying: the number of controls on the
front panel; a "special" like Kelly's or
House of Stein put together; and so on.
An experienced salesman can spot a
sucker quickly and hell sell you what HE
wants to sell you.
The hardest part of knowledgeable
buying is deciding your basic requirements. You have to decide just how
long you want this stereo. If it's just for a
year or two, then logically there's no
point sinking a grand into a system. If
you intend to keep it a long time, then
you should give the matter careful consideration. For some people this is the
hardest decision to make. If you need a
system for only a short time, spend as little as possible or if you can get a fairly
decent warranty from the store, buy
second-hand or trade-ins. The idea may
not appeal to you, but the savings will.
And always deal hard.
The preceding ideas are generally
written and are not so much for the
specialist (that will come later). There will
be some basic information for those who
are interested in investing a little more for
better quality in upcoming
PROJECTORS.
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WEB OF THE CITY by Harlan Ellison

Motorcycle
Maintenance

by Dan Smith
WEB OF THE CITY was the first

by Robert M. Persig

.

novel Harlan Ellison had published, under the title RUMBLE, in 1958.
He's come a long way since then,
brother. But this is still a highly entertaining book, one no Ellison fan can afford to miss.. It
rumoured that Ernest
Hemingway threw his first novel into the
sea because no writer's first attempt
should be exposed to public view.
Granted, Ellison is no Papa .Hemingway,
but it's a good thing WEB OF THE
CITY didn't get pitched in the drink.
In 1954 an obscure 21-year-old named
Harlan Ellison decided he wanted to write
a book about the street gangs of New
York city. He took the name Cheech
Beldone, rented an eight-dollar room in
Brooklyn's infamous Red Hook district
and passed himself off as a fifteen yearold punk. He fought his way into the
Barons, one of the toughest gangs
dominating the Brooklyn alleys.
Memos From Purgatory (1961) was
Ellison's autobiography of what he faced
and learned in the streets, but WEB OF
THE CITY is the novel he went there to
write.
It's a bitter tale of the pain and blocked
escape routes the punks of New York's
slums faced in the 50's, filled with all the
desperate hopes and broken dreams they
lived on.
Rusty Santaro is the seventeen-yearold "prez" of the Cougars, a particularly
vjcious bunch of young delinquents.

Bantam 406 Pages

by Ted Stone

`Company' Off To Slow Start
by Tim Spencer

,

music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
book by George Furth
directed by Dean Reagan
•
Feb. 13-March 6
Although the Manitoba Theatre
Centre's mid-winter musical oliened on
Friday Feb. 13, it is not a completely
luckless or unsuccessful production.
"Company" by Stephen Sondheim and
George Furth and directed by Dean
Regan is an interesting and very original
show. It is not, however, a classic and, as
entertaining as it may be, it will soon be
forgotten.
The play revolves around Robert, a 35year old bachelor who can't commit
himself to settle down and get married.
The rest of the cast represent his married
friends, some of whom try to pressure
'him into marriage and others who envy
his freedom. The cast ranges from merely
adequate to energetic and exciting. Nora
McLellan, as Amy, is very impressive.
She is' a fine singer with a keen sense of
comic timing. Others who hold the show
together are: Patricia Hamilton, Steve
Weston, and Cliff Gardner. Unfortunately Brian McKay, who plays
Robert, is weak and pales somewhat
against the vitality of the supporting cast.
Perhaps the most significant factor in
the success of this production is the fine

.

•

technical support that the cast is given.
Lawrence Schafer's set is beautiful and at
the same time completely functional. The
band, led by Winnipegger Victor Davies,
is as tight and professional as could be
found anywhere and it balances perfectly
with the cast. The lighting, by Bill
Williams, is tasteful. It enhances and
accents the set without distracting or
dazzling the audience. Earlier this year,
Williams created a brilliant lighting
design for the Warehouse production of
"The Collected Works of Billy the Kid."
In past seasons M.T.C. has 'shown a
reluctance to hire Winnipeg actors but
ever since Len Cariou has taken over the
position of Artistic Director, the Theatre
Centre has been hiring more local talent.
There are four Winnipeggers in the cast
of "Company" and they are all at least as
good as any of the imported talent.
"Company" is a show which is at times
slow and unpolished but at other times
exciting and very funny. I'm sure that the
production will grow and improve
through the run and even if it is not
perfect it will remain one of the best
entertainment buys in the city.

WS,

OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
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Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance is a book of very little zen
and almost no motorcycle maintenance.
The author takes you on a trip through
his mind and across the country. The
country is the United States, but it makes
no difference to the reader. He could have
taken a trip around the block and said the
same thing.
The trip through the mind is equally
tedious, and confirms a long held impression of mine that all motorcycle
riders are a little bit nuts. This is unfortunate since some of the things Mr. Persig
has to say are both exciting and important.
The trouble lies with the all too cornmon problem of trying to make money
with a creative - work— to do it you need
to stretch it into something that will sell.
Mr. Persig, whose ideas could have been
handled in a pamphlet and distributed
free of charge by the Fuller Brush man,
wrote a book to sell.
If it were shorter, Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance could, besides
giving you the feel of a motorcycle trip,
tell you, in a nice way, one of the things
wrong with people today. They don't care
(in the sense of feeling) about what they
are doing—and, therefore, by Mr. Persig's
definition, they don't care about their own
lives.
People make their money in a
mechanical, perfunctory way. They are
divided between those that fear
technology and retreat from it, and those
that accept technology, even make their
living from it, but don't feel for it. The
world exists outside themselves. Their
lives are empty, soulless.
If the book were shorter, leaving out
the epistemological rhetoric, you would
learn to care about these things. It might
even change your life. Sadly, that is not
the case. The book is extended and tiring.
You should only read the first one hundred pages. That far, it leaves you in-,
spired enough to tackle the repair work
on that automobile you've been meaning
to get to the garage for the last two
weeks,
Once you look under the hood,
however, you realize that the author
wrote too much about zen and too little
about motorcycle maintenance. What
time did you say the Esso 'opens in the
morning?

sot abused
,

HALL'S BOOK SERVICE
203) Portage Avenie

Wbudpeg, Maskobo, RM. 0K6
*ass: 10:00 to 6:00 Daly
• •
41010 S001'
c. Ha Prop.
Pbone437-4901

•

Rusty wants out — out of the Cougars,
'out of the city, out of the deadness.
You don't just quit the Cougars — you
fight your way out, the way you fought
your way in. Rusty becomes an outcast,
and finds the city's noose tightens all the
# quicker after he breaks from the gang and
its wars.
The real villian is the city., and -Rusty
just can't escape the monster. His father
is a drunk and a junkie, his fifteen-yearold sister is turning into another gang
Thickie", and his mother is dying of a
broken soul.
The city has spun its web of death and
entrapment, and Rusty's struggle proves
the most horrific battle of his scarred and
bloody life.
There's a realism in the book which
can't be ignored. The blood, the immobility of the concrete jungle's unspoken laws, the pain, it's all so damn
real.
There's murder, knife fights, gang
•
wars, rapes — all the pit-falls of the slums.
Facing it is a stubborn kind of hope, and
an overwhelming pall of hopelessness and
futility.
It's not a pretty , novel, nor is it
Ellison's best, but there is an engrossing
kind of desperation in the writing and the
stole)", which has to be felt, not read. Felt
by us, who can thank all the gods that we
were never children of the Brooklyn
streets, caught in the web of the city.
WEB OF THE CITY; Pyramid paperback, $1.50.

He ... into my groin
A Gent From Bear Creek
by Robert E. Howard
by Dan Smith
Robert E. Howard's towering sagas of
blood and mighty adventure are wellknown and appreciated by sword-andscorcery fans. His moody,' gigantic
heroes, Conan, King Kull, Bran Mak
Morn and others, slash their way through
a storm of vivid action with reckless
abandon. His boldness and-pacing have
rarely been equalled by any other writer,
for sheer escapism and excitement.
Those who are familiar with, and enjoy
Howard's work, would do well to avoid A
GENT FROM BEAR CREEK like the
proverbial plague.
a.

Howard made his living banging off
adventure stories for the pulps of the 30's.
His fantasy tales were bold and sweeping,
and gained more than a fleeting popularity. Unfortunately, to survive in that
.market, a writer had to produce more
than just one genre of fiction:It's too bad,
but Breckinridge Elkins, the hero, of the
short stories gathered together in A
GENT FROM BEAR CREEK, just
doesn't cut it.
Elkins is a hillbilly from Bear Creek, a
,brawling oaf who is as stupid and v‘fitless

Continued Pa a 20
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as Howard's other creations were bright.
and entertaining.
Can you imagine a hero who runs
around the bush scrapping with grizzly
bears and mountain lions who calls him'self "the best gol-durned scrapper in the
Humboldt Mountains" and who selfadmittedly "ain't got me no eddication"
and "arc dumb as a ox"?
The only thread of plot is his attempt
to woo Glory McGraw, "the only gal in
the Humbolts which could plow nigh unto
40 acres in a morning".
The stories are so inane it's beyond

Four Movies
Obsolete
by Linda McBurney
• Friday, four movies were to be shown
at the Playhouse Theatre. The movies
featured The Beatles, two Rolling Stone
performances and Pink Floyd in a
Roman amphitheatre.
, Hundreds of people crowded into the
theatre and excitement rose, but never
peaked as one may have expected. What
may have turned out to be a good Friday
night of old movies by some of my
favorite performers ended up being a
night full of anticipation where really
nothing happened. We saw the first half
of Pink Floyd, and several times the
sound system ceased to work and cuts in
the film were evident. So we waited until
9:30 to see the shows, but they finally
told us to keep our ticket stubs and get a
refund on Monday.
I will give a general run-doWn of what
we did see. Pink Floyd started out to be
good with songs such as "Echoes". The
coloring was also fair and the filming was
outside with a semi-bright sun shining on
the performers and the wind blowing hair
across their faces. You could well imagine
yourself sitting in front of them taking in
all their mind music on a warm summer
day. You could have saturated your mind
with their type of music no matter where
you were, even in the Playhouse theatre.

bear. Listen: to this: : "I hit the rock floor
headfirst, which 'broke my fall' and tePt
me from fracturing any important limbs:.
••

•

Or

how about: ". . ;then he rammed
his knee. into my groin, groped for my
eye, gov .my thumb in his teeth and began
masticating it, cut off a piece o' my ear,
and shot me in the laig. I began to lose
my temper, . ."
It's a shame that a long-dead writer
who comes into popularity again, has this.,
kind of garbage released along 'with his
good books.
If you want to give Howard a try, pick •

up a copy of Conan 1he Conqueror, or
Worms of the .Earth, and you won't be
disappointed. BUt stay clear of • this
A GENT FROM BEAR.
hound,
CREEK, whatever you do. Spend a night
at a rowdy bar; instead.

by Mark Perry
Gabe played February 5 through the
15th at the Manitoba Theatre Workshop.
Gabe (Abraham Guenther) is a Metisjust
released from Prince Albert Penitentiary.
While both were still in prison, his pal
Louis (Terry Judd), has filled Gabe's
head with ideas of leading a new
Northwest Rebellion. Louis returns to
beer and women on the outside, and
without his support, Gabe is incapable of
acting.
Gabe has a dream to emulate the great
plainsman and. Metis soldier, Gabriel
Dumont and waits for some miracle to lift
him from the present. He sees Louis as the
reincarnation of Louis Riel. Louis is
Metis and has made his way in the white
world as a rodeo star.

Erection Flick"

THE
WOODEN NICKEL

NEW STUFF:

his
SHARDIK,
Richard Adams'
second novel after the enormously
successful WATERSHIP DOWN, is now
available in paperback and has just been
released. Choice of • either Avon jor
Penguin ; editiOnS, both $1.95. M6re on
SHARDIK. next 'time around.

However, for every good part, the sound would fade 'otk: and we all just sat' there
watching the artists movements, good
ones at that. That was about all I considered worth mentioning. HopefUlly the
next time such broad advertising lures us •
to the theatre, with luck it will be shown
in a newer theatre or at leat one with
better and improved sound systems With
massive speakers drowining everything
but good sound!

Gabe Provides
Sense of
Violence

Movie Is `Second Rate

.

Gabe's girlfriend, Rosie (Billie
Marhenke) is trying to rise above the
squalor of welfare and liquor and wants
Gabe to settle with her. But he's too selfpitying and arrOgant.
it, appeared . that the script AA/as too diffuse,. or the director unclear of the main
thrust of the play. It's difficult to sympathize:with Gabe. The most interesting
character is' Henry, played by local actor.
The character was .corm
David
plete, from costume to his very body
rhythms.
The other members of the cast were all
good. Physical casting was good, expecially Rosie and. Louis, and there were
many costume touches that . were very
right for the t characters, with the exception of Vonne, played by Sandra Guberman. The hair and costume suggested a
standard sleaziness. of the 40's, rather
than the 70's.::
Sets included a beverage room, open
field and a gas " station suggesting real
places.
The audience may find the closeness of
the violence on stage disturbing. This
may be the director's intent, but he must.
not risk alienating the audience.
Swearing was consistent with the
characters, but in real life would be
worse.
;The
not live up to eXpectdtiens. it daini tned'i ideals and action,
dreams and reality, restricted by no time
or place.
Future productions planned at
Manitoba Theatre Workshop include a •
childrens' play, possibly followed by a
review.

Inter-Varsity Christian fellowship
We are a group of Christian Believers who meet every Wednesday for Bible
Study and Prayer. IVCF is a world-wide-student moyement which :supports about
100 other student chapters in Canada. The chapters are on Community College,
Nursing, Law and High School campuses. We are known under different names in
the different schools. If you know about NCF or ISCF come along and find out about
IVCF.
MEETING TIME . Wednesday 11 - 12 and 12 - 1 Room A109
If you would like to know more about IVCF come along to A109 or call Brian
Reimer at 269-0537.
ALL WELCOME
BRING YOUR LUNCH

by Earl Buermeyer
Chances are, by the time you read this, the movie, "If You
Don't Stop It, You'll Go Blind" will be "sponging or some
other city. Last time I looked, the movie was playing it's "fourth
big week" at the Grant Park Theatre which shows the kind of
garbage Winnipegers are willing to pay for.
I suppose some people would classify this movie as
"humorous" but I think it would be more appropriate if it was
categorized as a "second rate erection flick"; about as tasteless
as brown. mud.
For $3.00 I was embarrassed into submission. Exposed to a
cavalcade of salacious mut that makes "Deep Throat" look like
a Walt Disney classic.

225 St. Mary's Rd.

Ph. 247-5247

Hard as it may seem, the movie DID have a plot (too bad it
wasn't six °feet deep with a tombstone saying, "May you be in
hell a half hour before God knows you're there"). The story
revolves around a group of degenerates who secretly gather
within a conference room and decide the winners of the pornography awards. Strangely enough, "If You Don't Stop It,
You'll Go Blind" wasn't even nominated. With a flick of his
wrist, the "top degenerate" turns the movie projector on \ and
from then on in it was down hill all the way. The punchlines
were weak, the acting incredibly poor, and the story tedious.
The climatic finish to this farcicle flop featured an "Academy
Award Setting" where .a toastmaster, standing before the
podium announced the winners of the Pornographic Awards.
Some of the categories included: "Biggest Boobs", "Easiest
Climax" and "Busiest. Lay".
It's obvious "If You Don't Stop It, You'll Go Blind" won't be
contending with "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest".
Hopefully, the only thing it'll be contending with is bankruptcy.

Name Brand Leather Coats
Suede Coats
Levis
Denims
Jeans
Cords
Cord Suits
Leisure Suits
`-■

Rock T-Shirts
Blouses
Sweaters
Shirts
Jean Jackets
Pant Suits
Children's Wear

•

COMIC WORLD

Over 1500 pairs of jeans and cords at 57.99
Low low prices on all merchandise
.

lows of Comics — for Canton,
!avatars and Jo:Inaba Readen
ALSO: Posters, Science Fiction,. Hardcovers,
and Other Collectable.
WE BUY, SELL 'and TRADE
New, Used, and Collector's Ed.
373 Carleton

943-1961

HOURS: Wed., Thurs•, Fri. — 4:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Saturday Noon - 5:00 pan.
Closet Sun., Mon., Tues.

The Wooden Nickel
225 St. Mary's Road

Ph. 247-5247
(Next door to Red Top Drive-In)
Monday-Thursday -- 9:30 to 5:30
Friday---9:30to 9:00
Saturday
9:00 to 5:00
If You Can't Find It Here,
You VVon't Find It Anywhere!
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as Howard's other creations were bright
and entertaining.
Can you imagine a hero who runs
around the bush scrapping with grizzly
bears and mountain lions who calls him'self "the best gol-durned scrapper in the
Humboldt Mountains" and who selfadmittedly "ain't got me no eddication"
and "are dumb as a ox"?
The only thread of plot is his attempt
to woo Glory McGraw, "the only gal in
the Humbolts which could plow nigh unto
40 acres in a miming".
The stories are so inane it's beyond

Four Movies
Obsolete
by Linda McBurney
Friday, four movies were to be shown
at the Playhouse Theatre. The movies
featured The Beatles, two Rolling Stone
performances and Pink Floyd in a
Roman amphitheatre.
, Hundreds of people crowded into the
theatre and excitement rose, but never
peaked as one may have expected. What
may have turned out to be a good Friday
night of old movies by some of my
favorite performers ended up being a
night full of anticipation where really
nothing happened. We saw the first half
of Pink Floyd, and several times the
sound system ceased to work and cuts in
the film were evident. So we waited until
9:30 to see the shows, but they finally
told us to keep our ticket stubs and get a
refund on Monday.
I will give a general run-doWn of what
we did see. Pink Floyd started out to be
good with songs such as "Echoes". The
coloring was also fair and the filming was
outside with a semi-bright sun shining on
the performers and the wind blowing hair
across their faces. You could well imagine
yourself sitting in front of them taking in
all their mind music on a warm summer
day. You could have saturated your mind
with their type of music no matter where
you were, even in the Playhouse theatre.

up a copy of Conan the Conqueror, or
Worms of the Earth, and you won't be
disappointed. But stay clear Of this
A GENT FROff BEAR
hound,
CREEK, whatever you do. Spend a night
at a rowdy bar, instead.

bclidf. Listen.: to this: "l hit the rock floor
headfirst, which ibroke my fall and .kept
me from fracturing any important limbs ...
Or how about: ". . . then he rammed
his knee into my groin, groped for my
eye, got my thumb in his teeth and began
masticating . it, cut off •a piece o' my ear,
and shot me in the laig. 1 began to lose
my temper. . ."
It's A shame that a long-dead writer
who conies into popularity again, has this
kirid of garbage released along with his
good books.
If you want to give Howard aAry, pick

However, for every good part, the sound
would fade 'otit::and we all just sat' there
watching the artists movements, good
ones at that. That was about all I , considercd worth mentioning. Hopefully the
next time such broad advertising lures us
to the theatre, with luck it will be
in a ( newer theatre or at leastone
onewith
better and improved sound systems with
massive speakers drowining .everything
but good sound!

Gabe Provides
Sense of
Violence
by Mark Perry
Gabe played February 5 through the
15th at the Manitoba Theatre Workshop.
Gabe (Abraham Guenther) is a Metisdust
released from Prince Albert Penitentiary.
While both were still in prison, his pal
Louis (Terry Judd), has filled Gabe's
head with ideas of leading a new
Northwest Rebellion. Louis returns to
beer and women on the outside, and
without his support, Gabe is incapable of
acting.
Gabe has a dream to emulate the great
plainsman and. Metis soldier, Gabriel
Dumont and waits for some miracle to lift
him from the present. He sees Louis as the
reincarnation of Louis Riel. Louis is
Metis and has made his way in the white
world as a rodeo star.

Movie Is `Second Rate
Erection Flick"

NEW STUFF:

his
SHARDIK,
Richard Adams'
second novel after the enormously
successful WATERSHIP DOWN, is now
available in paperback and has just been
released. Clidice of • either Avon •or
, Penguin editions, both '$1.95. More on
SHARDIK. next time around.
. ,
Gabe's girlfriend, Rosie (Billie
Marlienke) is trying to rise above the
squalor of. welfare, and liquor ; and want
,Gabe to settle with her. But he's too selfpitying and arrogant.
It, appearedthat:the script .was too diffuse,. or the director unclear of the main
thrust of the play. It's difficult to sympathize,iwith Gabe. The most interesting
• character is Henry, played by tocal actor.
David Dillies. The character was .conk
plete, from costume to his very body
rhythms.
The other members of the cast were all
good. Physical casting was good, expecially Rosie and. Louis, and there were
many costume touches that were very
right. for the ,characters, with the exception of Vonne. played by Sandra Guberman. The hair and costume suggested a
standard sleaziness. of the 40's, rather
than the 70's.::
Sets included a beverage room, open
field and a gas station suggesting real
places.
The audience may find the closeness of
the violence on stage disturbing. This
may be the director's intent, but he must
not risk alienating the audience.
Swearing was consistent with the
characters, but in real life would be
worse.
;Tile pliy ;did not live up to eXpectgtiOns. It • wean:dined' ideals - and action,
dreams and reality, restricted by no time
or place. ,
,
Future productions planned at
Manitoba Theatre Workshop include a •
childrens' play,. possibly followed by a
review.

s

;

.

.

by Earl Buermeyer
Chances -are, by the time you read this, the movie, "If You • •
Don't Stop It, You'll Go Blind" will be "sponging off" some
other city. Last time 1 looked, the movie was playing it's "fourth
big week" at the Grant Park Theatre which shows the kind of
garbage Winnipegers are willing to pay for. .
I suppose some people would classify this movie as
"humorous" but I think it would be more appropriate if it was
categorized as a "second rate erection flick"; about as tasteless
as brown, mud.
For $3.00 I was embarrassed into submission. Exposed to a
cavalcade of salacious mut that makes "Deep Throat" look like
a Walt Disney classic.
Hard as, it may seem, the movie DID have a plot (too bad it
t deep with a tombstone saying, "May you be in
wasn't six fee
hell a half hour before God knows you're there"). The story
revolves around a group of degenerates who secretly gather
within a conference room and decide the winners of the pornography awards. Strangely enough, "If You Don't Stop It,
You'll Go Blind" wasn't even nominated. With a flick of his
wrist, the "top degenerate" turns the movie projector on and
from then on in it was down hill all the way. The punchlines
were weak, the acting incredibly poor, and the story tedious.
The climatic finish to this farcicle flop featured an "Academy
Award Setting" where .a toastmaster, standing before the
podium announced the winners of the Pornographic Awards.
Some of the categories included: "Biggest Boobs", "Easiest
Climax" and "Busiest. Lay".
It's obvious "If You Don't Stop It, You'll Go Blind" won't be
contending with "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest".
Hopefully, the only thing it'll be contending with is bankruptcy.
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225 St. Mary's Rd.

Ph. 247-5247

Name Brand Leather Coats

Suede Coats
Levis
Denims
Jeans
Cords
Cord Suits
Leisure Suits
Rock I-Shirts
Blouses
Sweaters
Shirts
Jean Jackets
Pant Suits
Childrerts Wear

Over 1500 pairs of jeans and cords at S7.99
Low low prices on all merchandise
.

IOW: of Comics — for Ciollecton,
Investors and Just. P1*1* Readers
ALSO:. Posters, Science Fiction, Hardcovers,
and Other Collectable.
WE BUY, SELL is TRADE
New, Used, and Collector':

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
We are a group of Christian Believers who meet every Wednesday for Bible
Study and Prayer. IVCF is a world-wide student movement which pupports about
1 po other student chapters in Canada. The chapters are on Comm i gnity College,
Nursing, Law and High School campuses. We are known under different names in
the different schools. If you know about NCF or ISCF come along and find out about
IVCF.
MEETING TIME . Wednesday 11 - 12 and 12-1 Room A109
If you would like to know more about IVCF come along to A109 or call Brian
Reimer at 269-0537.
ALL WELCOME
BRING YOUR LUNCH

THE
WOODEN NICKEL

373 Carleton

943-1961

HOURS: Wed., Thurs., Fri. — 4:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Saturday — Noon - 5:00. pa.
Closet Sun., Mon., Tues.

The Wooden Nickel
Ph. 247-5247
Next door to Red Top Drive-In)
Monday-Thursday --- 9:30 to 5:30
Friday --- 9:30 to 9:00
9:00 to 5:00
Saturday

225 St. Mary's Road

'1

If You Can't Find It Here.
You VVon't Find It Anywhere!
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by Linda Pierson
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Mike slowly rolled over in his bed and fumbled for his
cigarettes. He lit one, threw the match at the ashtray, missed,
swore, then sat up in bed suddenly.
"It's Sunday!" And he thrashed out of bed and shuttled the
blind right to the top of the window. Sunshine filtered through a
-,
huge mountain ash into his room.
He smiled at the sky and turned to rummage through a pile of
clothes on the floor for his shirt.
A woman's voice called up, "Father!"
Mike had moved to his desk and was trying to riffle through
papers and do up his shirt at the same time. He left the cuffs
when he couldn't find the papers. Mumbling to himself he
started to go through his drawers.
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"Father, are you up?" Your breakfast is ready."
. Mike was now starting on the books piled against the wall.
He'd methodically pick up each book, dangle it upside down,
shake it a hit to see if anything was in it, and then drop' it on the
other side. His cigarette lay on his desk. forgotten.
Steps sounded on the stairs and a small woman appeared in
the doorway. She shook her head. Mike was, standing between
two piles of books in his shirt. She put her hands on her hips and
cleared . her throat. Mike bent and picked up another book.
"Father."
He jumped, dropped a hook and turned to face her.
Then he looked at his hare legs.
"Good morning, Myra," he said as he casually wrapped a
blanket around his legs.
"Father, what are you doing?"
"Nothing."
"The hooks. Father."
"The hooks? Oh, uh, the books. .Uh, yeah. Um, yes, the
hooks. Oh. I know!"
"Good."
"I was looking for my sermon. I can't • seem to find it
anywhere."
She walked gingerly over clothes, wrinkled balls of paper and
ashtrays full of half-smoked cigarettes, to the chair beside his
bed.
"Did you think of looking in your coat pocket? You put it
there last night so you wouldn't forget where it was. And unless

you moved it to a safer spot," she looked around the room again
and shook her head, "it should still be there.".
She reached into the inner breast pocket of his jacket and
waved an envelope at him. •
"Here it is. Now would you get dressed and come down to
breakfast? It's almost eight o'clock."
She put the packet hack into his coat pocket and walked
carefully out of the room, shutting the door after herself.
Mike looked at the ,door for a moment, sighed, slowly unwrapped the blanket and dropped it on the floor. He started to
look through his bureau drawers for a fresh collar but found a
hook instead. Just as he sat down on the edge of his bed to examine the book Myra yelled.
"Father, you're going to be late!"
He started gultility, put the book on his desk and found his
collar.
In the kitchen Myra started to put the eggs on to fry. She
shook her head when she thought of the mess in that room. One
night. One night! What could he do if he had the freedom of the
house?
Myra McConnell was close to sixty years old and didn't look
a day over forty. Or so her husband often told her. She tole her
friends it was because she never missed her honey and vinegar.
She also never missed a chance to promote her honey and
vinegar. Right now she was thinking of how to get the new priest
to start taking her wonder drug. She thought it was a shame for
a priest to have an awful habit like smoking and she was sure
that her honey and vinegar would cure him. She didn't know
that Father Mike had that habit in name only because he either
forgot to smoke his cigarette or he forgot where his cigarette
was.
About fifteen minutes later and a few more calls, Mike strolled into the kitchen, his collar in one hand and his book in the
other.
"Myra did you know that Wordsworth wrote 'Lines written
above Tintern Abbey' all in his head as he was taking a walk
and then he wrote it all down from memory when he got home?"
"No kidding," she said, doing up the last catch of his collar
for him, "Why can't you get up on a Sunday morning as efficiently'?"
He smiled as he sat down and picked up a piece of toast.
"Yes, and it says in there that there is a rhyme scheme intrinsic to the poem," he took a bite out of his toast, "although I've
never noticed it."
He started to get up and Myra half-yelled, "Where are you
going'?"
"To get my book on Wordsworth."
"Oh no you're not. You sit right back down and eat your
breakfast. It's after eight already and on a Sunday morning!"
.She clacked her tongue and went to get his eggs.
Mike ate steadily for awhile and then said,
"Arc you coming to mass today, Myra?"
"Of course I'm coming. You'll have one there, anyway.
Suddenly Mike really woke up. His sermon!
"Myra, don't you think anyone will come?"
"Michael James Mokelky! If you think people will miss or
come to mass depending on your sermon you've got another
think coming. People are coming to mass because it's their
Christian duty and because they believe, in God. Not because it's
your first sermon. You're not going on stage, you're going to tell
us about God. What would Father Kirk say about a remark like
that?"
Father Michael James Mokelky turned red to his ears and ate
his breakfast in silence. He knew that people weren't coming to
see him perform. And it wasn't the quality of his work that
mattered to him, it was getting the message across.
He didn't believe in all this Christian duty stuff. In hi's opinion
people came to mass either because that's what you were supposed to expose your children to or because they were old, or
because they wanted something and were belatedly believing in
God as a last ditch effort.,The people who really did have a God
didn't need anything as structured as the church and so the
whole meaning of the church was being lost.

, Mike shook his head. Something had started everything that
existed, something had moved people to write about and
remember a man called Christ, something made people people.
Hemeeded to tell more people' about that something and wasn't
quite sure yet if this church thing was the %lay. You had to start
somewhere though.
"Myra will you listen to my sermon and tell me if it's okay?"
"No, once will be enough."
"Myra, I can't help being nervous. I'll be up there by myself."
"God will be with you. That's all you have to remember."
"This is FOR .God, Myra.. He'll be part of the audience:"
"Well, he'll be on your side. Look, Father, no one's going to
bring eggs to church. Settle, down, drink your milk and it'll be
over with before you know it."
"Myra
"I'll hear no more about it. Finish your milk."
Mike finished his milk, put his coat and shoes On, checked for
his Bible, his sermon and his keys. Well, Myra checked for his
Bible, sermon and keys. Mike had started to read Wordsworth
again.
"I'll be along in a bit, Father. Don't forget to check the
candles. And turn the organ on right away. Some of the valves
stick if they're not warmed up."
Father Mokelky walked towards the church without his usual
smile. He was reading Wordsworth. Myra sighed, called him
back, took his book away and repeated her instructions.
He started off again and this time started to notice things. Then
he started smiling, determined not to think of his sermon until
the time came.
It was a beautiful day. Birds and sunshine and trees and the
United Church carillon. He wondered where they got the pieces
for the carillon and that started him thinking of church. His
church. And that got him thinking about his sermon again.
By ten to nine Mike had looked out the vestry door at least
fifteen times. The pews were starting to fill and Miss Taychuk
was playing hymns. Mike lit three cigarettes in succession as he
was getting into his robes and carefully laid them in an ashtray
where they burned down in a white column and were found the
next day by the caretaker. Then he looked out the vestry door
again. The Parkinson kids started waving at him. He waved
back and stopped looking out the door. He bit his nails.
What if they didn't like it, he thought. What if they got mad
and complained to Father Kirk when he got back. Am I doing
the right thing? Maybe I should ease into it? After all it is my
first sermon? People don't like things so badly, but I have to
'start somewhere.
What if they don't understand?
Father Michael James Mokelky straightened his chasuble,
glanced at the crucifix on the wall, and prepared to walk out to
the altar as Miss Taychuk swung into the opening bars of the entrance hymn.
Everyone rose as he entered. It was quiet for a long moment.
The moment stretched. Indistinguishable faces gazed up at him
and he couldn't remember what to say. He groaned inwardly.
My God, I knew this would happen. He looked out at those expectant faces and Wordsworth popped into his mind.
"Father, Thou must lead! Do Thou, then, breathe those
thoughts into my mind". And the words came!
*****
Ile stood on sunny steps outside the church doors gathering
up little groups of people. Smiling, talking. The smallest Parkinson girl asked him to her birthday party. Everyone came over
and had a kind word to add. And congratulations on your sermon, Father. It was so interesting.
Thc mayor. told Mike he was glad to have Mike with them.
When they had all gone he went inside and knelt for awhile in
front'of the sacristy crucifix. Myra found' him there. There were
tears in his eyes.
"Oh God, they found it interesting!"
"But it was . Father. It was very good."
He stood up and looked at her, then he turned and started to
take off his vestments. "I was trying to move them."
He hung his robes up neatly.
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